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It is sometimes called the “Wonder Cable”. Available in a multitude of colored jackets, 
Category 5 made its entry into our custom installation environment by way of telephone 
systems and computer networking (Ethernet). Its popularity took center stage as its 
“Lucky 7 “ features became more evident: 
 
1) Bandwidth------------------------------------ Better than 100 Mhz/pair 
2) Multiple Conductors------------------------ 4 Pair (Total of 8 Wires) 
3) Built in noise immunity---------------------Each Pair being twisted 
4) Adequate power handling capability------Each wire 24 gauge  
5) Standard 568 Color Coding-----------------Blue, Orange, Green, Brown 
6) Simple Termination--------------------------RJ45 and 110 Punch Down Blocks 
7) Price--------------------------------------------Very Inexpensive 

 
 
So what is this Stuff? 
 For those who might be somewhat “distant” to what Cat 5 is physically, here is a 
quick run down on what it is. 
 Category 5 consists of 4 high performance twisted pair 24-gauge wire. The wires 
can be stranded or solid in make up. You will usually find the stranded type in short 
length applications due to its increase flexibility. This allows for easy bends and turns 
when setting up equipment in tight places. 
 The twisting of each individual pair is provided to improve noise immunity. The 
telephone industry learned many moons ago that by twisting a signal wire with a ground 
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wire, noise induced by external sources can be greatly reduced. This is commonly 
referred to as “Twisted Pair” signaling.   You always need two wires to send data from 
one point to another: one for the signal, and the other for the ground return for that 
signal. In this “Single Ended” wire topology the return current that completes the circuit 
is the main ingredient for noise reduction.  On the “receive” end, no special circuitry is 
needed to further process the signal. 
 

Another topology for signaling using a twisted wire pair is known as “Differential 
Mode Coupling”.  In this topology even higher levels of noise immunity can be realized.  
In differential mode coupling techniques, the same two wires are used to send data. The 
only difference is that the data on these wires are equal in amplitude and 180 degrees 
opposite of phase. These signals still need to return just like the single ended system 
does.  Usually, the shield or a drain wire within the wire system is used for all signals in 
the cable. However since each differential signal is equal in amplitude and opposite in 
phase, the induced noise signal cancels almost completely. The differential mode 
signaling technique requires a special receiver circuit that takes the two “hot” signals and 
turns them into a single hot signal that is free of noise.  The beauty of this is we can send 
analog or digital signals over very long lengths without the signal getting buried in noise. 
Fig 2 Even though the distance will limit the bandwidth, as long as you design the system 
with this in mind you will be able to provide a high level of data traffic with amazing 
noise specifications.   
 
 OK, enough technical talk, what can we really do with this stuff? One only needs 
to abstract a little and before you know it, countless applications come into view. Here 
are just a few examples. I am sure you can think of more. 
 
Bandwidth------We can send all kinds of info down this pipe, whether analog or digital. 
With 100 Mhz of bandwidth we can really load it up. Cat 6 more than doubles this to 
250Hhz. 
Multiple Colors-----Perfect, we have been given a way of identifying each conductor so 
we don’t get lost on the other side. Plus the color scheme is standardizing to the industry 
so everybody is playing with the same flavors. 
24 Gauge----Wow, with 24 gauge wire we can run low voltage DC, indicator lights, door 
bell buttons, garage door openers, hell, we can even open drive way gate systems a 
thousand feet away! Need to do more? No problem, there are 8 wires in the jacket, just 
pick what you need. If the job requires more current, just double up on the wire. Check 
out the wire gauge chart posted and see how you can adjust to your needs. 
Twisted Pair---As discussed earlier, twisted pair can drive both analog and digital 
signals over long distances. 
Terminations----This also has been somewhat standardized with 110 punch downs and 
RJ45 connectors. Both terminations are very popular and require minimal tools for solid 
and reliable connections 
Price----For sure this is one of the top priorities that everybody looks for. For allot less 
than 40 cents a foot and the capability to carry that much current, who could complain? 
 

Now let’s talk shop and see how far we can push the envelope of Category 5. 
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  We’ll take it from the original application for which it was intended and abstract 
from there. You will even begin to see how even today’s semiconductor companies have 
abstracted as well. 
 
Telephone 
 It is no secret that Ma Bell many moons ago incorporated twisted pair technology 
for the very same reasons today’s players are harnessing it. It provided two wires 
necessary for telephone, the twisted pair providing the noise immunity, and 24-gauge 
construction handled the 40 Volts DC and 70 Volts AC needed to run the ringer. Since 
the early days of single line phone systems to multiple systems, twisted pair cable has 
been with us whether in single pair or multiple pair (Cat 5) applications. 
 
Ethernet 
 There is no secret here. Ethernet has been providing us with data communications 
for years bringing Cat 5 to our front door and allowing us to take Cat 5 to far distance 
applications.  
 Originally starting as a 10 base system, Ethernet has slowly but surely made its 
way into 100 and 1000 base applications moving boat loads of digital data traffic 
necessary for business and home network applications. 
 
Intranet, Internet 
 Both have become backbones to our way of living. Internet allows us to visit the 
outside world. We can shop, learn, talk, and watch, the list just goes on and on. Intranet 
allows us to stay in your local world providing the same functionality as Internet and 
keeping it all within the boundaries of your environment. All tied together with Cat 5 by 
way of the network. 
 
Serial Communication 
 
 Although slowly moving into extinction, the serial interface (RS232) has provided 
for decades a bilateral communication standard between computers and peripherals. With 
a very simple protocol, RS232 has been one of the major communication gateways 
establishing direct links to almost every home and office. Cat 5 has become one of the 
major interface cables used for this standard.  For two-way communication, at least three 
discrete   wires are needed. One for transmitting, one for the receive function and one for 
ground. Going back to our cat 5 architecture Fig 1, it is pretty obvious that there is plenty 
of horsepower here to establish a simple RS232 make up. For longer distances RS485 
comes in with Differential Mode type signaling provided better noise immunity and gain. 
 
Keypads 
 Using a serial type of communication protocol, keypads can operate far distance 
electronics for logic, inputs, volume, and power. Getting a little fancier and user-friendly, 
a keypad can be associated with LCD displays announcing what the instructions were and 
a call back response confirming the instruction was understood. Cat 5 comes to the rescue 
again providing the necessary power to the LCD and the associated electronics need by 
way of two wires out of the extra 5 wires still remaining in the cable.   
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Still Need Infrared? 
 No problem. IR can be added to this and other systems by simply stealing one 
twisted pair and, if needed, a separate wire for power.. Combining this with the system 
we just describe, there is still another twisted pair available for even more applications. 
 
 
 
 
How About Power? 
 We can supply DC on these lines, as long as we are less than 40 Volts DC. This 
optional power source is perfect for a host of applications including power to run 
indicator lights, pre-amps, tuners, displays and even supplemental charging for battery 
packs.  More current capability is not a problem - just double up on the wire. Check on 
the wire chart and you will see by doubling up on the wires for one job will decrease the 
gauge by three levels. Resistance goes down and available current goes up.  
  
 
Audio Anyone? 
 Now this is where we really take advantage of the twisted pair. Audio is nothing 
more than analog waveforms with somewhat limited bandwidth. Busting for 20 Hz to 
20KHz is a walk in the park for Cat5. Here is a perfect example of our friends in the 
semiconductor business that have taken Cat 5’s attributes and are manufacturing parts 
that adapt the interface to more than just logic data. Analog data can be just as demanding 
and in many cases even more.  
 There are parts now available that will convert unbalanced, single ended signals 
to balanced line differential mode coupling. Figure 2 shows a basic schematic of how this 
works. Audio is imported into the input of the first amplifier; this converts the 
unbalanced signal to a balanced signal. We are now working under balance line twisted 
pair rules. At the other end another amplifier is introduced to convert the balanced line 
analog data back to unbalance. That means we can take one of the four twisted pair 
connect it to the output of this amplifier and run outstanding audio and signal to noise 
that can only be compared to what you would get from a Compact Disc. In addition, this 
quality can be sent thousands of feet with little or no signal degradation. 
 Let’s continue to abstract with this. Remember we are using Cat 5. That means we 
have four pair of twisted wires. There is nothing stopping us from using four amplifiers 
producing four individual channels of audio over long distances with just one Cat 5. Run 
it as a main trunk to a point, then distribute stereo amongst two rooms. Or run just two-
channel audio and use the other two pair for logic, control, IR, or even power. 
Remember, each conversion process requires a reverse amplifier that converts all this 
back to unbalanced single ended. Power is required at these points and that power can be 
supplied right on the Cat 5.  
 With small digital power amps now entering the market, it won’t take much for 
installers to start connecting these long distance balance line converters to local digital 
power amps. This really opens up the entire custom market to a true custom base. Each 
room can be tailored for speakers, power, hardware locations, cosmetics, and efficiency. 
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Pulling all that 16/4, and 18/4 becomes history. Far superior quality can be had by some 
abstract thinking then acting on these new technologies as they roll out. 
 
We Haven’t Mentioned Video! 
  
 Video has some special requirements that audio does not. One big one is 
bandwidth. In the audio world we are dealing with a very limited bandwidth of 20KHz. 
Standard NTSC television requires 4.5 MHz. That is 225 times more bandwidth than 
audio. Again, the semiconductor companies continue to adapt the Cat 5 interface for 
more and more functionality. 
 There are now new technology’s that allow us to not only transport 4.5Mhz over 
Cat 5 in balanced line signaling, but will take us to the outer limits to as much as 100Mhz 
over short distances. But we need distance!  That’s OK, even though we are limited to 
100Mhz, all we need is about 30Mhz per pair to go the distance to support NTSC at the 
same time support full HD at a 1080P rate. 
Yes, that is what I said, 1080P. We have been doing countless hours of research on these 
electronics and have successfully run full 1080P over 1000 feet over Cat 5. Oh Oh, I see 
some of those abstract sparks bringing to fly. You bet. We can take component video 
YPrPb and run three discrete twisted pairs and get full 1080P HD to 1000ft. Although the 
1000-foot mark is defiantly pushing the envelope, the likelihood of needing that much in 
a typical installations is pretty remote. We can continue to think out of the box and use 
the last twisted pair and run power on it. There is still more to come, so don’t stop 
thinking yet. 
 
Don’t forget Digital Audio and Video? 
 Digital audio is just one more way of moving all kinds of audio in multiple 
channels with bandwidth requirements being a fraction of what we have just learned in 
video. In most cases they work in the Kilo range, thousands not millions. So there is 
nothing stopping us from using digital audio over the same balance line format. D/A 
converters on the other side can convert the audio back to analog with nobody having a 
clue. 
 Digital video is very doable. Digital video packets can be added to any network 
system allowing for somewhat limited bandwidth similar to NTSC or 480I. Again more 
state of the art chips enter the market that can support Cat 5 with HDMI digital video. 
That is correct. Cat 5 has the same 100-ohm impedance as HDMI. The twisted pair in the 
Cat 5 cable is a natural for HDMI. One cable can handle all the digital video, RGB and 
Clock, add another Cat5 cable and you will get EDID, HDCP, Hot Plug, Power and 
ground. Distance is still limited but in the future this might be a perfect alternative 
compared to HDMI cable that has continued to be hard to install. 
 
In Summary 
 
 Category 5 has become the main artery of many new installations. Knowing that it 
is present can continue to offer you even more power after the installation. So many 
installers live each project. Knowing that you have the necessary cable to handle most of 
any future needs pays big dividends in the end. Take your typical installation for a new 
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married couple. In a few years most likely little people will be added to the environment. 
They may need close circuit TV cameras. Yep, you have it with Cat 5. 
 I have not mentioned anything about Cat 5E, Cat6, or Cat7. All have a purpose 
and maybe some day we will cover these properties.  
 
 
 
 With all the new technologies now coming in with Cat 5 in mind, I believe we 
have just began to tap into a resource that is reliable, and easy to install. Digital 
technology in the future will no doubt bring even better quality and more applications 
that can save everyone time and dollars. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gauge   Resistance/100 Feet

    
24   2.5 Ohms 
23   2 Ohms 
22   1.5 Ohms 
21   1.2 Ohms 
20   1 
19   .84 Ohms 
18   0.6 
17   0.5 
16   0.4 
15   0.3 
14   0.25 

    
Wire gauge can be increase by extrapolating, using 
one or more wires inside the Cat 5 cable. 
By example: 
 
Two wires connected together----24+24=21 
Four wires connected together-(24+24)+(24+24)=18 
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